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Background
• Subject specialist initial teacher training
programmes have been available in Warwick
CLL for 10 years.
• Qualifications are at HE Level 2 (Level 5)
• From an original fully face-to-face taught
model, the current programme offers a
blended approach incorporating multiple
technologies.

Key themes
• Evolution in curriculum design and pedagogy
• Best ‘fit’ between technology and learning
outcomes; encouraging persistence
• Holistic development of the trainee – in terms
of subject specialism, academic skills and
technology skills
• Providing a balance between flexibility and
management in the e-learning environment

Curriculum design decisions
Most difficult content
should be delivered
face-to-face

Much of this content benefits
from the flipped classroom
approach

We need hard copy
evidence in teacher
training

We don’t need much evidence
that cannot be stored in an
e-portfolio

Trainees should still
meet face-to-face,
once a month

Trainees should still meet faceto-face, once a month

Tutors should respond
to all student blog
entries

Tutors should respond to key
blog entries, but students can
also assess each other and
themselves

Curriculum design and technology

Kambouri and Meller (2004), ICT and Adult Literacy, Numeracy and ESOL NRDC London

‘Persistence’
"Persistence is a learner-centred concept,
focusing on how, from the learner’s point of
view, he or she is supported throughout the
learning journey, both during formal study and
during periods of self-directed learning."
(NRDC, Research Briefing: Persistence, 2008)

Encouraging persistence in e-learning
Flipped classroom
approach

Close match between
learning outcomes and
technology
Technology as
‘delivery
mechanism’

Cognitive:
Curriculum – task
design and
management

Checklists for
learning
Consistent
design in VLE
Easy access to source
material and course
‘essentials’
Recognising
students’
preferences

Physical:
flexibility, access
engagement
and
administration

Individual – small group –
whole group approaches,
including assessment

Modelling good
practice
Course ethos

Affective:
support
incentives,
expectation and
responsibility

Effective feedback
Peer assessed
learning
Monitoring points

Flipping the classroom
According to the Flipped Learning Network:
Flipped Learning is a pedagogical
approach in which direct
instruction moves from the group
learning space to the individual
learning space, and the resulting
group space is transformed into a
dynamic, interactive learning
environment where the educator
guides students as they apply
concepts and engage creatively in
the subject matter.
Source: http://www.flippedlearning.org/

Flexible Environment - physical space
rearranged; students learning at a time and
place to suit them.
Learning Culture - learner-centred approach;
students involved in active construction of
knowledge, not teacher-led
Intentional content - careful consideration of
curriculum design and learning outcomes;
which materials are in which 'space'
Professional Educator - adaptive, reflection in
practice, responsive; continuous assessment,
observation and feedback.
http://fln.schoolwires.net/domain/46

Benefits of ‘flip’
• Delivery of ‘threshold concepts’ can be more
effective, allowing for differentiation.
• Learners are engaging with most crucial
content at a time/place/manner to suit them
but still have the opportunity to consolidate
understanding with tutor/others.
• Prior learning is activated in taught sessions;
higher order thinking skills encouraged.

Distance study Task 1: screencast

Blog reflection
“This exercise has
highlighted that I don’t
currently explicitly
teach enough of these
elements….”

Taught session – bring notes,
thoughts and questions
Re-visit difficult themes
Transform the
learning
through peerbased learning

“The term
‘rheme was
new to me…”

Task 2: text analysis
and self-assessment

Persistence in thinking skills

Peer learning and assessment
examples

Students said….
“I always thought I enjoyed taught courses
where you go along and take notes etc - this
course was more interactive - learning form
each other, sharing experiences , which I
really enjoyed. It has impacted on my
teaching a lot - I stress to my students now
that by taking part in discussions, helping
each other generate ideas for written work
etc they will learn a lot more than just by
listening to me.”

”It was good to have the
opportunity to approach topics
sometimes on two or three
occasions…the re-visiting of
materials; approaching from a
different angle helped me to get
to grips with complex themes.”

Anatomy of a VLE task

E-portfolio task management

Students said….
“Although I was very
conscious of the timeline,
which was good, I could
still work at my own pace
& fit work in with my
other commitments.”

“I need deadlines to keep on track and I
thought the timelines were really
helpful. The tasks were given out well in
advance of the deadlines so they could
be fitted in with work commitments.
Seeing what tasks were coming up could
be incorporated into planning schemes
of work to strengthen the links between
the course and work.”

“I liked the tasks being online as
I could do them when it was
convenient. A taught course
where you would have had to
attend more often would have
been difficult to fit into a
teaching timetable.”

“There was a lot of time
pressure to get tasks
done…it wasn’t always
easy completing tasks in
the allocated time as well
as working, maintaining
family life…”

Engaging web 2.0
• Blogs make excellent tools for reflective
practice, peer assessment and ongoing tutor
assessment, feedback and support.
• These also capitalise on the ‘hyper-attentive’
disposition referred to by Hayles (2007),
though we can also encourage deeper
learning, through well-devised VLE tasks and
good quality feedback.

Anatomy of a tutor’s blog response

Students said….
“If I had something occur
in teaching, or a flash of
inspiration, I could access
the blog anywhere to
record and reflect on it.”

“Blogging added another dimension to
my learning. If I had been asked to
maintain a diary that was not accessible
to tutors online, I might not have
committed to it as much as I did. Having
an ‘audience’ made the process of
reflection more meaningful to me.”

“On the occasions when
feedback was delayed, it could be
a bit disconcerting posting things
into a void. The uncomfortable
feeling when the flow of
information was slower than
expected perhaps suggests that I
became a little too dependent
upon feedback/approval than
was good for me!”

“I liked how I could see
over the year how I was
developing as a
teacher..as it was all
recorded on my blog.”

What next..?
• Increased use of mobile technologies and
‘bring your own device’.
• Students as ‘producers’ and materials-creators
in the course VLE.
• Whole session lecture-capture.
• Increased exploration of social media for
teacher training.
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But finally…..
“The tutors put into practice a lot of
different teaching and learning approaches
on our taught days which was more
powerful than merely hearing about it,
reading about it or finding out about it
online. They are probably the things that
have stayed with me the most and had the
greatest impact on my own teaching
practice.”
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